GULFSTREAM 550
OE-IPE

16 pax

Up to 20" suitcases
4.81 m³ - 170 ft³
*depending on size of suitcases

6750 nm*
*depending on pax, load and weather

CABIN

YOM
2013

Crew
2 Pilots
2 Flight Attendants

Crew rest
Yes

Bed capacity
4 single - 1 double or
2 single - 2 double

Lavatory
FWD + AFT

Pets allowed
Upon request

DIMENSIONS

Cabin length
13.39 m 43 ft 11 in

Cabin width
2.26 m 7 ft 4 in

Cabin height
1.89 m 6 ft 0 in

EQUIPMENT

CD-DVD
Yes

Wifi
Yes - at additional cost

Satphone
Yes

Iphone/Ipad
Yes
GULFSTREAM 550
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